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Blogging as a Genre

“connective writing”



Blogging as a Genre

It is “transactional writing, writing to be interacted 
with, to be returned to and reflected 

upon” (Glogowski).



Blogging as a Genre

“Writing stops; blogging continues. Writing is inside; 
blogging is outside. Writing is monologue; blogging is 

conversation. Writing is thesis; blogging is 
synthesis” (Richardson). 



Blogging as a Genre

Blogging starts with “quality linking.” 

“Blogging, at base, is writing down what you think 
when you read others” (Smith). 



Blogging/Not Blogging
Posting assignments Not Blogging

Journaling/Diary Not Blogging

Posting links Not Blogging

Links with descriptive annotations (i.e., “this site is about...) Not Blogging

Links with analysis of meaning of content of being linked Simple 
Blogging

Reflective writing w/o links Simple 
Blogging

Links with analysis and synthesis that articulates deeper 
understanding of content being linked to Real Blogging

Extended analysis and synthesis over time that builds on 
previous posts, links, and comments

Complex 
Blogging



Process of Blogging
1. Find and read something related to your blog’s topic.

2. Write a blog post in which you link to (or quote) 
what you read and then analyze/synthesize what it 
says. This should anticipate real audiences, and connect 
what you read to other things you’ve read.

3. Read/respond to comments on your post.

4. Repeat.



Problem

If a blog is about “connective writing,” and begins with 
reading, then how do you keep track of what people 

are saying about a particular topic online?



RSS

“real simple syndication”



RSS
Almost all blogs and most websites use XML.

XML makes it possible to “subscribe” to a site’s 
content while ignoring its format.

This content can be collected together by an 
“aggregator.” 

The continuous flow of content through an aggregator 
is sometimes called a “feed.”



RSS

Google Reader = free, easy aggregator

http://google.com/reader/


